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By Chatri Eamsobhana, Vice President Director and Chief Operations Officer &  

Andre Khor, Director of Finance and Chief Financial Officer  

 

Chatri Eamsobhana – Chief Operations Officer 

Good afternoon and welcome to Chandra Asri Petrochemical’s fourth quarter and full year 2021 Earnings 

Call.  

 

Before we begin, I’d like to draw your attention to the cautionary statement. In today’s call, we will 

make forward-looking statements, including those that refer to our estimates, budgets and 

forecasts.  Actual results could vary due to the various factors outlined.  

 

Today, Andre and I will take you through Chandra Asri’s Summary Highlights for the Full Year of 2021. We 

will then dive into our Performance Overview and share latest key updates on our Strategy & Growth. 

Finally, we will wrap up and we’ll make sure to have reasonable time for your questions.  

 

Let me start-off with Summary Highlights of Full Year 2021.  

 

2021 was a momentous year for Chandra Asri. We are very pleased to announce a solid performance 

in a dynamic environment. The Company successfully maintained business continuity, achieved 

operational excellence, and sustained financial resilience.  

 

1. We realized full year Revenues of US$2,580 million, up by 43% from last year. Chandra Asri 

recorded FY 2021 EBITDA of US$356 million, up by 91% year on year.  

2. This translated into a FY 2021 Net Income After Tax of US$152.0 million, around 3 times of 

the US$51.5 million recorded in FY 2020, and 195% higher year on year.  

3. We doubled our liquidity pool from US$1,232 million at the end of 2020, to US$2,511 million 

as of 31 December 2021.  

4. Through proactive liability management such as the full prepayment of outstanding USD 

bonds and a series of signings with key relationship banks, we have further improved the 
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company’s debt maturity profile, optimized capital structure, and reduced our weighted 

average cost of interest.  

5. We completed one of the largest ever Rights Issue on the Indonesian Stock Exchange successfully, 

to provide a solid equity base of US$2.9billion for our transformational expansion plans.  

6. We made tremendous progress in sustainability. Our leading environmental, social and 

governance (ESG) standards was recognized by many key parties and partners.  

7. Our Digital Transformation program is well on track, and we are pleased to receive the INDI 4.0 

award from the Indonesian Ministry of Industry in 2021 for the category of "Aggressive 

Digitalization". 

8. We also crossed many new and key milestones for the development of our second petrochemical 

complex (CAP 2), and in particular, finalizing the selected Strategic Investor Thaioil.  

 

These outcomes have been reflected in our 2021 Financial Highlights. The Chandra Asri team has 

delivered strong results to close the year with US$2.6 billion Revenue, up by 43% compared to full year 

2020. EBITDA was US$356 million, growing by 91% year-on-year. Net Income tripled to US$152 million, 

and the overall liquidity pool was US$2.5billion at year end 2021.  2021 full year EBITDA Margin came in 

at 14% vs 10% in the prior year. Overall the company was up by US$945 million net cash.  

 

Now let’s move on to Market Product Prices. In the most recent fourth quarter, we saw a rise of ethylene 

spreads vs naphtha of US$353/T. The PP – Naphtha spread stood at US$648/T, while PE – Naphtha spreads 

closed at around US$568/T. However, Styrene Monomer and Butadiene market were seen to be bearish 

amidst rising production. Particularly for Butadiene, we saw a weak automotive sector as a result of the 

shortage of semiconductor chips. There was also ample supply due to additional capacity coming back on 

stream after the turnaround maintenance in the region.  

 

On the Production and Sales front, we closed the year with a new record production of 3,837KT, with 

external sales volume at 2,211KT, after considering self-consumed Ethylene and B1 which are feedstocks 

for our own Polyethylene and Styrene Monomer plants. The MTBE and Butene-1 plants volumes have 
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increased in line with our plans.  Styrene Monomer and Butadiene sales rose by 25% and 8% respectively 

even amidst the bearish market conditions especially in Q4.  

 

With regards to Operating Rates, we saw stable naphtha cracker and downstream unit operating rates.  

Throughout 2021, overall Operating Rates stood at 91%, a slightly lower than last year at 92% due to 

planned maintenance activities and economics to optimize margins on the molecules. Overall, we are 

pleased to have sustained excellent operational and safety performance standards in our production 

facilities throughout the year, through solid and focused execution.  

 

We continue to make headway and progress on ESG Leadership and Partnership. These are snapshots of 

key highlights achieved in 2021. 

1. We partnered with Total Energies to deliver the second major solar rooftop installation for 

Chandra Asri. The 3,146 panels were installed to increase the solar power capacity by more than 

50% which will significantly increase cost savings and avoid carbon footprint by about 1,080 tons 

of CO2 emissions annually.   

2. The expanded solar panel spread is now part of our total energy ecosystem to power our new 

fleet of electric forklifts with BYD, which is one of the first and largest commercial e-fleets they 

have brought into Indonesia. 

3. We collaborated with Sinarmas Land and Djarum group, leading players in Indonesia to turn 

tonnes of plastic waste into asphalt. This is a clear commitment by Chandra Asri towards Circular 

Economy by providing new functions and economic value to plastic waste. The additional plastic 

waste to the Asphalt mixture has been proven to increase the quality of road durability by up to 

40%.  

4. We are pleased to highlight our partnership with Ecolab, where we have significantly boosted 

our cost and sustainability performance through the implementation of Ecolab’s Green 

Chemistry and 3D TRASAR Cooling Water Technology. The 3D TRASAR system enables remote 

and digitized monitoring of water operations. The impressive co-created partnership 

performance was so significant, Chandra Asri was profiled as one of 6 leading Ecolab 

Customers in its latest Global Corporate Sustainability Report, entitled “Partners for Greater 
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Purpose: Leading in a Changing World”. It details how Chandra Asri achieved savings of 92 

million gallons of water; 6 million kWh of energy; 125 million gallons of waste and 2100 

metric tons of CO2 annually through Green Chemistry and operational digitalization.  

5. We are delighted to complete the building of our Enclosed Ground Flare, which can burn 220 tons 

of hydrocarbons per hour without heat and noise. As part of our commitment to grow a 

sustainably, the EGF will also help to reduce our carbon footprint and maintain a better 

environment for people residing nearby our operational area. 

 

We are pleased with various ESG and Sustainability related awards received in 2021 by our team and 

Company, in recognition of the progress made together, such as the following honours:  

1. Indonesia Sustainable Development Goals (ISDA) Award 2021, where Chandra Asri is considered 

to be one of the companies that have Top Leadership, with “The Most Committed Corporate for 

Sustainable Development Goals on Environment”.  

2. Subroto Energy Efficiency Awards 2021, the highest award in the energy and mineral resources 

sector given to stakeholders who have performed the best in this arena. In September 2021, the 

award was presented to Chandra Asri by the Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources, Arifin 

Tasrif. 

3. Three awards at the annual Global CSR Summit & Awards 2021. In the event, Chandra Asri 

received the Best Environment Excellence award in the Gold category, the CSR Leadership Award 

in the Gold category, and the Best Community Program in the Bronze category. 

4. The 2021 Green Industry award and the Main Award in the 2021 IDX Channel CSR Awards. 

Chandra Asri through our Ciwandan and Puloampel sites won the 2021 Level 5 (Best) Green 

Industry award which was handed over by the Minister of Industry of the Republic of Indonesia, 

Agus Gumiwang Kartasasmita. 

5. On 28 December 2021, Chandra Asri was awarded the Green PROPER (Performance Rating 

Assessment Program in Environmental Management) status for Puloampel and Ciwandan plant. 

The annual award from the Ministry of Environment and Forestry (KLHK) was presented by Vice 

President K.H. Ma'ruf Amin and Minister of Environment and Forestry Siti Nurbaya Bakar live from 

the Vice-Presidential Palace in Jakarta.  
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We have also remained steadfast to give back to our surrounding communities through ESG Initiatives, 

with the following key highlights: 

1. Gotong Royong COVID-19 Vaccination Program for employees witnessed virtually by the 

President of the Republic of Indonesia, His Excellency Pak Joko Widodo in May 2021, which was 

followed by a vaccination program for children in the surrounding community from January 2022.  

2. Inauguration of Tangkilsari Bridge in Pandeglang Regency as part of continuous commitment as a 

growth partner for the people of Banten Province, witnessed by the Regent of Pandeglang.  

3. Distribution of 310 tons of liquid oxygen in total to support COVID-19 patients in DKI Jakarta and 

Banten hospitals. The handover ceremony was held virtually and witnessed directly by the 

Governor of Jakarta, His Excellency Pak Anies Baswedan. 

4. Development of Mangrove Edu-Ecotourism Area at Patikang, Citeureup Village, Panimbang 

District, Pandeglang Regency, across an area of 9,500 m2. 

5. Collaboration with the Sukarame Underwater Nature Group (KABL) and Experts from the Fisheries 

College LPSPL Serang, to implement the Coral Reef Transplantation Program in the Northern 

Waters of Panjang Island, Banten Bay. A grand total of 1,250 coral reef seedlings were 

transplanted on 25 rack units with the Shelf and Cast Hybrid System.  

 

These key highlights and achievements are key milestones for Chandra Asri, as we continue our journey 

of carrying out sustainable community development programs and establishing synergies via 

collaborations with the government, industry partners, as well as other stakeholders to deliver impactful 

outcomes across our Environmental, Social and Governance landscape.  

 

With that, let me now handover to Andre, to dive into our financial performance and growth 

strategies.   
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Andre Khor – Chief Financial Officer 

 

Thank you Khun Chatri. Chandra Asri has delivered strong results in 2021.  

 

We grew our top-line Revenues by 43%, to US$2.6 billion. The scale and scope of our portfolio, from 

polyolefins, olefins, through to SM, BD and B1-MTBE allowed us to capture opportunities in the 2021 price 

environment. This strong financial performance is a result of the way we have reshaped our portfolio and 

product mix over the last 5 year horizon. Through Chandra Asri’s focus on integration and scale, our 

operating model has generated higher revenue and cash flow from operations, excluding working capital 

movements, compared to 2019 before the full completion of key projects such as our new 400 KTA 

polyethylene plant, our 110 KTA polypropylene plant expansion, our 128 KTA MTBE and 43 KTA B1 plants.  

 

We significantly increased our Profitability.  Our disciplined structural cost reduction via our SPEED 

program (deploying the levers of Scale, Process Excellence, ESG, End-to-End Procurement and Digital 

Transformation), provided us with solid foundations to deliver significant growth in EBITDA, from US$180 

million in 2019, to US$187 million in 2020, and US$356 million in 2021. Our Net Income more than doubled 

from US$24 million in 2019 to US$52 million in 2020, and almost tripled from US$52 million to US$152 

million in 2021.  

 

Our strong and robust Balance Sheet will provide sustained financial resilience, to navigate through the 

latest global geopolitical and volatile macro environment framed with the Russian-Ukraine conflict and 

rising crude oil prices, as the petrochemical industry faces some headwinds in the near term. As of 

December 31, 2021, we had  

1. A Debt-to-Capital employed ratio of 27% with plenty of margin of safety to our target of 50%  

2. A Liquidity Pool of over US$2.5 billion, consisting of US$2 billion Cash & Cash Equivalents, US$265 

million in Marketable Securities, and US$226 million in Available Committed RCF.  

3. Broad and diverse access to various financing resources, from an IDR Bond Shelf Programme, 

through to Onshore and Offshore Loans. We called back and prepaid our REG S/144 A USD Bond 
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originally maturing in 2024, as part of our overall proactive liability management strategy to 

reduce cost of funds and optimise our capital structure.  

 

In preparation for our transformational expansion plans, we have delivered on our plans to establish a 

Solid Equity Base through the successful Rights Issue completed in 2021. We have more than doubled our 

Liquidity Pool from US$1.2 billion in 2020, to US$2.5 billon in 2021. And our total equity now stands at 

close to US$3 billion. Subject to a successful Final Investment Decision (FID) on CAP 2 targeted for 2022, 

our shareholders Thaioil and SCG Chemicals may further collectively invest up to US$0.4 billion. The 

methods of the subsequent investment will be determined by the parties at a later stage and remain 

subject to the approval of CAP shareholders and relevant governmental authorities in the Republic of 

Indonesia.  

  

Turning to our Financial Programme. We have crossed many new milestones and achieved successful 

progress. From market-leading green loans, through to benchmark long-term facilities, and innovative 

trade finance facilities, we are grateful for the strong support of our key partner banks and investors, to 

establish solid foundations for profitable and sustainable growth for all parties. 

 

Let me share some highlights from our IDR Bonds Shelf Programme. We have grown our IDR Bond 

issuance capability by 400% from when we first started, and also extended the tenor up to 7 and 10 years. 

We completed our 3rd IDR bond Shelf program of IDR 5 trillion, or approximately US$350 million, 

successfully with the strong support of our investors and joint lead underwriters. We take this as a strong 

testimony of the high confidence of domestic investors in the Company’s performance and financial 

strength. We are also pleased to play a part in providing investors with an attractive alternative to help 

meet their investment needs, to be able to diversify their portfolio to reduce risk, and to increase their 

yield and returns in the domestic capital markets.  
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Our Digital Transformation program is well on track. We are delighted to receive the 2021 INDI 4.0 award 

from the Indonesian Minister of Industry for the category of "Aggressive Digitalization". This award 

recognizes Chandra Asri as a company that has significantly developed digital technology in our business 

processes, to increase productivity in the company, enhance efficiency in the production process, and 

serve as a beacon for other industries and companies across Indonesia. Some key highlights from our 

Digital Transformation include improving HR processes by 20% through a cloud-based app-based 

programme; enhancing knowledge management in parallel with reducing paper flows and costs by 60% 

with ECM software; partnering with Siemens and Bentley to roll out the first digital twin in Indonesia to 

speed up maintenance decisions by 90%; automating our warehouse supply chain with barcode scanners 

to virtually eliminate paper-based processes with 99% improvement in time efficiency;  and executing the 

first cross-border blockchain trade-finance transaction from Indonesia.   

 

We are delighted to be Pioneers in Digital Transformation, by partner with our long-term key relationship 

banks, PermataBank and Bangkok Bank to pioneer the first ever cross-border blockchain LC from 

Indonesia on Contour, the dedicated fintech platform. It is a key step towards the radical simplification 

and transformation of conventional trade finance which is ripe for disruption. This market-leading 

transaction marks the latest milestone of Chandra Asri’s Digital Transformation Program. As a key industry 

player we are pleased to serve as the path finder to promote industrialization and integration to boost 

economic growth.” 

 

With that, now I will take you through latest updates on our Strategy & Growth.  

 

We continue to make progress on CAP 2. In Q4 2021, we signed an MoU with ARAMCO trading to 

secure long-term feedstock supply for CAP 2, and we appointed four world-class contractors namely 

Toyo Engineering Corporation, Samsung Engineering Co., Ltd., Wood, and PT Haskoning Indonesia to 

work on the Front-End Engineering Design (FEED) for our second world-scale petrochemical complex 

in Indonesia (CAP2). The appointment was marked by a virtual signing ceremony of the agreement 

with the four international and leading contractors on 23rd November 2021, held across Indonesia, 
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Japan, South Korea, and Thailand. The next step is to progress from FEED into EPC Bidding as we stay 

focused on taking Final Investment Decision on the CAP 2 project, by year end 2022.  

 

Lastly, to wrap up: Looking ahead to 2022 and beyond, Chandra Asri’s will continue to maintain our 

discipline to deliver solid execution, to grow long term shareholder value, and protect investor and bank 

interests, to yield competitive returns for all our key stakeholders.   

 

Our 3 key Strategic Focus Areas to achieve these goals are:  

1. Exponential Growth via the CAP2 project, through completing FEED and taking Final Investment 

Decision within this year.  

2. Sustainability and ESG, by crystalizing the ESG framework and broadening partnerships; and 

3. Digital Transformation through a new ERP implementation and continuing our digital plant 

journey.  

 

Overall, we are pleased with how Chandra Asri has delivered best-in-class safety, operational and 

financial performance in 2021 – especially considering how much was done virtually in the midst of 

a global pandemic, and amidst situations with various personal challenges.  

 

Thank you for your time and attention. We are happy to take any questions you may have.  

 

<END> 

 

 

 


